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Immersive visualization and diagnostics have become essential tools in the arsenal of engineers and scientists in
developing innovative concepts, products, and techniques. In reservoir engineering applications, these ap
proaches can be immensely helpful in detecting the dynamics occurring within the reservoir under complex and
evolving conditions. In Part I of this study, we presented several novel immersive diagnostics quantifying
displacement measures and unraveled some interesting dynamics around the injector in reservoirs undergoing
Water-Alternating-Gas (WAG) injection. This article is Part II of the study on the utility of immersive diagnostics
to ascertain the effect of geological formation characteristics on WAG reservoir dynamics.
WAG injection can yield incremental recovery around 10% in mature oilfields. In this study, using immersive
metrics, we critically investigated WAG performance of four different injection-fluid streams (pure CO2, pure
methane, lean gas, and enriched gas) and three WAG injection-cycle strategies in several depositional systems.
Spatial clusters of displacement behavior appeared. The relationship of oil displacement efficiency with various
driving forces may depend on multiple elements. These elements include compositional variation in the residual
oil close to the injector and the producers and the corresponding changes in thermophysical and multiphase flow
properties. The pressure level, distance to the injector, formation permeability, and depositional units contribute
to the flood performance. Over time with pressure depletion and frontal movement from the injector to pro
ducers, the distinction of these clusters dissipates.
Spatial correlational analyses of displacement measures reveal interesting observations. The fluid flow of the
oleic phase in channelized/turbiditic formations tends to be more inertial than diffusive. Oil displacement ef
ficiency in the channelized/turbiditic formations depends strongly on the injector-producer connectivity via
these flow conduits. In most formations, we can expect a reduction in water viscosity or an increase in the inertial
force in the water, yielding more efficient oil displacement.
At late times, diffusive flow dictates oil displacement in oil-water zones, wherein the advective flow of oil
predominates in pockets where all three phases (oil, gas, and water) are present. In general, reservoir locations
with high water-phase inertial to viscous forces wield higher oil-displacement efficiency. However, in highpermeable formations at late times, reservoir locations closer to the producers having low-permeability expe
rience low-water inertial-to-viscous forces and relatively less oil displacement efficiency, which gets worse with
the presence of all three phases.

1. Introduction
The applications of innovative, computational and immersive virtual
technologies are becoming ubiquitous in diverse disciplines, ranging
from the field of entertainment to medical diagnostics, bioinformatics,
engineering, and architectural prototyping, sensor technologies and
many others (Batch et al., 2019; Marai et al., 2019; Sommer et al., 2018).

These technologies are bringing in significantly augmented learning
experience in the fields applied to (Djukic et al., 2013). The first Part of
this study proposes several immersive diagnostic paradigms in reservoir
engineering (Wang et al., 2021). These techniques provide means to
understand complex dynamics: when, where, how different processes
are occurring in the subsurface under diverse, realistic conditions.
Through the prisms of these immersive metrics, this study critically
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explores their application on reservoirs under Water-Alternating-Gas
(WAG) injection to further our understanding of the complex reservoir
dynamics in contrast to traditional tools and analyses.
The first Part of the study focused on the utility of the immersive
metrics in understanding the dynamics around the WAG injector. The
immersive analytics, in Part 1, reveal phase trapping or banking
behavior that appears in oil-in-place, oil diffusivity, and gas-oil mobility
ratio profiles around the injector. Dynamics around the injectors and the
producers can be very contrasting. The evolution of thermophysical
properties is more profound in the cases of CO2 and the enriched gas
injection compared to methane and lean-gas injection with the same
injection cycle strategy.
In contrast, this article (the second Part) aims to mainly probe the
effects of geological environments or formation settings on the complex
dynamics occurring in the subsurface under WAG injection. The dy
namics can be very different from one geological formation to another
depending on the depositional environments, formation make-up, facies
distribution, connectivity architecture, and other characteristics.
Before delving into the investigation, we briefly present the relevant
current literature on WAG injection. A typical EOR process involves
injecting fluids such as light petroleum fractions or condensed gases
with an intent to dissolve and mobilize stranded oil onto the advancing
fluid front towards the producers. In a WAG injection process, water
injection controls the mobility of the gas and formation water to achieve
a higher sweep efficiency. Comparative studies of water injection and
WAG have demonstrated that WAG has a superior performance over the
former (Fatemi et al., 2013). Field applications have proved that WAG
has effectively improved oil recovery in a range of 5–10 percent
(Christensen et al., 2001). Additionally, WAG processes may offer a
practical economic advantage in field applications where a continuous
supply of the solvents may not exist.
The volume ratio of the displacing phases has a significant impact on
improving sweep efficiency during a WAG injection operation (Valeev
et al., 2017). When the oil and waterfront coincide, the solution would
be most efficient. Several experimental and field studies have found
different answers over the optimum WAG ratio, due to the injection type
(miscible or immiscible) and rock types (sandstone or carbonate). Op
timum WAG ratio of 1:1 is popular among these studies (Al-Shuraiqi
et al., 2003; Jafari, 2014; Afzali et al., 2018). However, as the miscible
front expands away from the injecting well, more oil dissolving into the
injected solvents makes the displacement less efficient than theoretical
predictions from linear laboratory core floods (Donaldson and Alam,
2008). WAG immiscible injection pilots suggested optimum overall
WAG ratio (ratio of water and gas slug size in the reservoir) to be 2:1
(Chen et al., 2010; Ramachandran et al., 2010). Optimization study on
the largest offshore WAG pilot by Carpenter (2019) suggested that a
WAG ratio of one reduces the oscillation in production rates, and re
covery increases with the reduced cycle length. Nevertheless, despite the
variation from case to case, the optimum injection cycles, rates, patterns,
and other WAG operational parameters vary with reservoir architecture
and crude oil properties.
Wettability of the reservoir rocks has a direct relation to the fluid
distribution and flow paths. For water-wet systems, oil recovery in
creases in each gas injection cycle. However, in mixed-wet rocks, the
performance of gas injection is less profound. Most of the oil is produced
in the primary stage of water-flooding in mixed-wet rocks undergoing a
WAG injection operation (Fatemi et al., 2013). In contrast to sandstone
reservoirs, carbonates are neutral-wet or preferentially oil-wet. WAG
injection pilots in carbonate reservoirs using a WAG ratio of 1:1 and a
6-month cycle have given higher oil recovery with lower GOR, as shown
by Kumar et al. (2017).
Nevertheless, wettability alternation during WAG injection plays an
essential role in carbonate reservoirs, as shown by Ruidiaz et al. (2018).
Complexities associated with the application in the field where both the
crude oil and the rock formation may be expected to interact with the
injected fluids (Khather et al., 2019). For a channelized/turbiditic

system, an optimized WAG injection scheme resulted in significantly
higher oil production than optimized continuous waterflooding or gas
injection, as demonstrated by Chen and Reynolds (2016). However,
WAG may have issues with channeling within the high-permeability
zone (Chen et al., 2010). Formation spatial heterogeneity has a strong
effect on the performance of WAG operations (Saneifar et al., 2017).
More heterogeneous rocks tend to have more WAG-injectivity loss. Se
vere heterogeneity problems can lead to an early gas breakthrough and
affect the ultimate recovery (Zhang et al., 2018). Nevertheless, the true
nature of the effect of formation characteristics on incremental oil re
covery remains unclear.
Relative permeability hysteresis effect has been an active research
topic using both experimental and theoretical studies. Cyclic behavior in
a WAG injection and hysteresis have been the focus in many immiscible
WAG process studies (Spiteri and Juanes, 2005). Any three-phase
displacement involves the variation of two independent saturations.
This reality leads to an infinite number of different displacement paths
and makes the prediction of relative permeability extremely difficult.
Another phenomenon that happens in porous media is a reduction of
mobile gas saturation (due to residual gas trapping) caused by the
advancement of water or oil phase, as discussed by Shahverdi and
Sohrabi (2013). As Fatemi and Sohrabi (2018) pointed out, non-wetting
phase trapping can cause relative permeability for the wetting phase to
increase in imbibition (water injection in a water-wet system) compared
to the drainage process (gas injection), and for non-wetting phase,
vice-versa. In a water/gas system, Geffen et al. (1951) pointed out that
such an effect is higher for gas than water. Brown et al. (2013) per
formed simulations on CO2 WAG injection in carbonate reservoirs, and
they found that phase trapping causes the initial response to injection to
be manifested earlier but yields lower ultimate recovery. In
core-flooding experiments, Fatemi and Sohrabi (2013) found that the
WAG injection into a hydrocarbon gas-saturated sandstone causes the
maximum of krg and krw to decrease after each injection cycle, in the
presence of immobile water.
The discussion above mostly relates to rock-fluid interactions and
their effects on the WAG injection performance. However, a critical
component and arguably the first-order driver in any subsurface oper
ation is the reservoir connectivity architecture related to the deposi
tional environment. The depositional settings of sedimentary rocks often
impart a first-order control on the spatial distribution of reservoir-rock
and fluid properties. The depositional environment and associated
stratigraphy and sedimentology are often directly related to reservoir
architecture, lithological and petrophysical-property heterogeneity, and
reservoir performance. From the sediment source areas to sites of
deposition, siliciclastic environments and reservoirs are diverse. The
geometries and dimensions of meandering-fluvial point bars and splays
can vary significantly from relatively laterally continuous shallowmarine shoreface and deep-water sheet sandstones (Slatt, 2013). Car
bonates are also highly variable from the tidal flat, beach, and lagoon
deposits to ooid sand shoals, reefs, and carbonate debris flow. Carbon
ates are often more petrophysically heterogeneous than siliciclastics as
they can be impacted by post-depositional alteration that can enhance or
destroy reservoir quality (Moore and Wade, 2013).
Capacitance-resistance modeling or CRM that seeks injectorproducer connectivity in various geological settings has shown the de
gree of reservoir heterogeneity in various secondary and tertiary re
covery operations. Some of the field examples include those of
Sayarpour et al. (2009) for a CO2 pilot in a West Texas dolomitic
reservoir, Laochamroonvorapongse et al. (2014) for a miscible WAG in a
West Texas carbonate reservoir and an immiscible WAG in a turbidite
reservoir in West Africa. For a comprehensive picture of applications of
CRM in diverse settings, we refer the reader to a review article of de
Holanda et al. (2018).
In this study, we critically investigated WAG performance using four
different injection-fluid streams and three WAG injection-cycle strate
gies in several depositional systems. The current investigation focuses on
2
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the effect of the reservoir architecture imparted by the depositional
settings on reservoir dynamics, rather than the facies-dependent rockfluid interactions. We employ the immersive diagnostics (devised in Part
1, Wang et al., 2021) to explore the evolution of subsurface dynamics.
The metrics include a spatial and temporal variation of thermophysical
properties in the formations. Also, local displacement measures involve
“local diffusivity,” “local phase-pair (e.g., water-oil, gas-oil) mobility
ratio,” “local recovery efficiency,” “local phase (e.g., water) Reynolds
Number index,” and “local phase (e.g., oil) Péclet Number index.” Part I
of this study presents these measures in detail (Wang et al., 2021). For
completeness, a brief notational description of these displacement
measures appears in Appendix A.

Table 2
WAG injection strategies definition.

We present here a brief description of the simulation model frame
work in studying the effect of injection fluids, injection ratio/cycle, and
depositional environment in WAG injection. A more detailed version
appears in Part I of this study.
Injection Fluid. We investigate four fluid systems: pure carbon diox
ide, pure methane, lean gas, and enriched gas, labeled CO2, C1, LG, and
EG, respectively. Table 1 describes the component of each fluid system.
For phase envelopes of these fluid systems, please refer to Part I.
Injection Ratio/Cycle. We employ three development strategies to
study the effect of different WAG ratio per injection cycle. For future
reference, we will call these injection strategies S1, S2, and S3, respec
tively. The time frame of each injection cycle is kept the same as six
months. As stated previously, this manuscript does not address optimi
zation. Table 2 defines each strategy.
Depositional Environment. We construct reservoir models having 11
zones, representing different depositional settings and incorporating
distinct distributions of facies, and corresponding petrophysical prop
erties in each zone. The top of the structure is at a depth of 5400 ft and
the bottom of the structure at 7500 ft. These models form realistic
depositional environments. They include moderate permeability sand
stone, high permeability carbonate, channelized sand, transgression/
regression sand, low permeability sandstone, low permeability sand
stone with water influx, and shales. We coupled five facies types in these
zones, including sand, fine sand, coarse sand, shale, and carbonates.
Each zone has its characteristics and thus may lead to the very different
behavior of reservoir dynamics.
Here, we present the depositional settings and petrophysical prop
erties (porosity and permeability) of each zone defined in the models. In
Appendix B, Tables B1 to B3 presents the main parameters used in
constructing the facies, porosity, and permeability distributions inves
tigated in this study. Additional details appear in the geological model
description section in Part I of this study. Fig. 1 displays the facies dis
tributions of the depositional units investigated in this study. Zone 1
represents a moderate permeability sandstone reservoir (Fig. 1a); Zone 3
is a highly permeable but heterogeneous carbonaceous reservoir
(Fig. 1b); Zone 5 is a channelized sandstone system (Fig. 1c); Zone 7
depicts elongated and lenticular sandstone, siltstone, and shale deposits
(Fig. 1d); Zones 8 and 9 are low permeability sandstone reservoirs
(Fig. 1e) with Zone 9 being connected to an aquifer (Fig. 1f). Zones 2, 4,
and 6 are shale zones that are not the main focus of injection or pro
duction in this study; neither are Zones 10 and 11 (bottom two zones),
which are mainly associated with the bottom-water drive.

Composition (Mole fraction)
100% CO2
100% C1
5% CO2, 90% C1, 5% C2–C4
5% CO2, 80% C1, 10% C2–C4, 5% C5–C7

S1
S2
S3

1-month water injection followed by 5-month gas injection cycle
3-month water injection followed by 3-month gas injection cycle
5-month water injection followed by 1-month gas injection cycle

3. Results and analyses
3.1. Depositional systems dependency on WAG reservoir dynamics
In this section, we present the investigation on the effect of deposi
tional settings on WAG performance. We examine the variation of the
displacement measures for different depositional settings and ascertain
how these measures relate to each other. As stated previously, we
focused on several zones (specifically, Zones 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9); each of
them has unique characteristics. To reiterate, Zone 1 is a moderate
permeability sandstone reservoir; Zone 3 a highly permeable but het
erogeneous carbonate reservoir; Zone 5 a channelized sandstone system.
Zone 7 depicts elongate and lenticular sandstone, siltstone, and shale
deposits, Zone 8 a low-permeability sandstone reservoir, and Zone 9,
another low-permeability sandstone reservoir connected to an under
lying aquifer.
Before delving into the inter-relationship of different displacement
measures, we first present in Fig. 4 the average oil saturation maps for
the depositional units of interest. Fig. 4 displays the CO2 WAG injection
using strategy S2 (that is, 3-month water and 3-month gas injection
cycle). For brevity, the figure shows only four timesteps: half-year (after
first water-gas injection cycle), one year (after two injection cycles), five
years (after ten injection cycles), and 25 years. The figure clearly shows
very different saturation distributions for different zones. Note that the
initial saturation is uniform for all the zones. After the first complete
injection cycle (Fig. 4 Column 1), saturation distributions around the
producers and the injector already reveal differences. We also note the
spatial variation is not uniform across all the zones. In the injector vi
cinity, oil saturation is very low, implying good oil displacement by the
injected fluids.

Table 1
Composition of the injection fluid systems.
Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
Methane (C1)
Lean Gas (LG)
Enrich Gas (EG)

Description

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 display the porosity and permeability histograms for
the investigated depositional units, Zones 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9, respec
tively. The ratio of vertical to horizontal permeability is set to be 0.1. It is
worth mentioning that although Zone 5 is a channelized system, it is not
necessarily the highest permeability zone. Zone 3, characterized as high
permeability carbonate, has the highest average permeability value.
The field management for the WAG scenarios investigated uses a
five-spot injection pattern. The injector and producers are about 3000 ft
apart, whereas producers are 4200 ft apart. Reservoir fluid included in
this study is a volatile oil with a density of 25 l b/ft3, a viscosity of 0.055
cp. Uniform initial-oil saturation of 0.82 appears in the oil zone in all
reservoir realizations. Details about reservoir fluid composition phase
envelope, and other rock and fluid properties, including relative
permeability and capillary pressure, appear in Part 1. To keep the var
iables manageable in this manuscript, we assumed no mobile water
initially, and water viscosity is independent of pressure. The reservoir
condition is considered isothermal for all cases.
We performed the numerical simulations using a commercial
compositional simulator (ECLIPSE, Schlumberger, 2020) in this study.
All the simulation scenarios are run for a time frame of 25 years under
rate control mode with a minimum production bottomhole-pressure
limit of 100 psi, and a maximum injection bottomhole-pressure limit
of 7000 psi. The time frame of each injection cycle is six months. In the
analyses, we included 36 time-steps in total for all the simulated cases.
For the first ten years, we analyzed the dynamics every six months to
capture the early stage fast-paced reservoir dynamics. The composition
models used the Peng-Robinson equation-of-state with the volume shift.

2. Methodology recap and depositional settings

Fluid System

Strategy

3
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Fig. 1. Facies distributions characterizing different depositional systems. (a)–(f) displays Zone 1, Zone 3, Zone 5, Zone 7, Zone 8 and Zone 9, respectively.

Fig. 2. Porosity histograms for Zone 1, Zone 3, Zone 5, Zone 7, Zone 8 and Zone 9.

The top zone (Zone 1 in Fig. 4a) shows a gas-cap effect close to one of
the producers. Zone 3 (Fig. 4b) shows a larger area of low oil saturation
than other formations at the same time step, indicating a more effective
propagation of displacement front. Such visualization can help us better
understand the evolution of reservoir dynamics. For brevity, we only
display the average oil saturation maps. In contrast, Fig. 5 displays the
average oil saturation maps of enriched gas (EG) cases using strategy S2.
For brevity, the figure displays only four timesteps: half-year (after first
water-gas injection cycle), one year (after two injection cycles), five
years (after ten injection cycle) and, 25 years. Comparison of Figs. 4 and
5 reveal the difference in saturation distributions (temporal evolution
and spatial propagation) due to the differences in the injected fluid
stream. Additionally, these figures clearly show the very different nature
of saturation distributions for different depositional systems.
We examined the inter-relationship of the different immersive

displacement measures and ascertained the patterns relevant to depo
sitional units. For brevity, we relate zone-wise averaged oil recovery
efficiency to other measures using cross-plots. Fig. 6 present the crossplots of “local” oil recovery efficiency and oil diffusivity for the zones
of interest for four WAG injection fluids and three injection strategies.
To understand the complexity of the dynamics better, Appendix C shows
the production-rate contribution profiles (oil, gas, and water phase) for
the relevant zones in Figs. C1, C2, and C3, respectively. Appendix C also
includes average zone-wise “local” oil recovery efficiency (Fig. C4) and
oil diffusivity (Fig. C5).
Upon examination of the production contribution profiles for the oil
phase (in Fig. C1), we note Zone 1 (moderate-permeability sandstone)
and Zone 3 (highly permeable but heterogeneous carbonate system) fare
better than other zones with moderate contribution from Zone 5
(channelized sandstone). The deeper zones with reduced permeability
4
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Fig. 3. Permeability histograms for Zone 1, Zone 3, Zone 5, Zone 7, Zone 8, and Zone 9.

have not contributed to oil production. Oil production profiles, however,
reveal an expectedly declining signature (note the logarithmic scale in
the rate profiles). Gas production contribution profiles (Fig. C2) are
somewhat similar to the oil contribution profiles but relatively flat
signature over time. Water profiles in Fig. C3 reveals much more vari
ation. In all cases, Zone 3 (carbonate system) experiences the earliest
water breakthrough. Zone 1 and Zone 5 experience late breakthroughs
for the strategies with the longer water cycle. Note in all the scenarios
investigated, the water phase is initially in an immobile state. Only when
the water saturation exceeds critical saturation, the water starts flowing,
thereby explaining the low initial-water production.
A comparison of different injection streams reveals that CO2 has a tad
better oil displacement efficiency and higher oil diffusivity within the
same zone (Fig. 6, C4, and C5). In terms of displacement efficiency
(Fig. C4), Zone 1 and Zone 3 have higher average value compared to
others. Zone 3 (a carbonate system) initially experiences a high recovery
efficiency; however, after water breakthrough, the relative efficiency
profiles tapers. The similarity of the diffusivity profiles signature for
different strategies across all the zones is remarkable (Fig. C5). In all the
scenarios, oil diffusivity drops drastically at early times and remains
relatively flat.
The “local” oil diffusivity reduction is happening mostly due to the
increase in oil viscosity near the producers (the viscosity profiles are not
shown here for brevity). Oil viscosity increase near the producer region
is mainly due to the residual oil becoming more enriched in heavier plusfraction component (liquid plus fraction profiles not shown here for
brevity). A late surge in oil diffusivity is mainly due to the flow of lighter
residual moving from the injector towards the producers. Inspection of
local oil recovery efficiency with oil diffusivity reveals the prolific na
ture of Zone 3 compared to the other zones (Fig. 6). We think that a
combination of high permeability and reservoir connectivity architec
ture of this formation contributes to this characteristic.
In the above discussion, we explored the relationship of “local” oil
displacement to oil diffusivity. How is displacement related to mobility
ratios (water/oil and gas/oil)? Firstly, in Appendix C, Figs. C6 and C7
present averaged zone-wise water-oil and gas-oil mobility ratio (Mwo
and Mgo ) profiles with time, respectively. The alternating nature of the
injection affects both Mwo and Mgo profiles. The other remarkable
observation is the initial contrast in these ratios across the different

zones. This contrast in the ratios collapses with time. Saturation distri
butions and, consequently, the corresponding relative permeability play
a major role in these signatures. For water/oil mobility ratio in all the
prolific zones (Zones 1, 3, and 5) emerge from very low initial values to
increasingly large values and tapers off. For the CO2 and the enriched
gas injection, this Mwo signature is more pronounced.
As noted previously, all these scenarios investigated have the water
phase in the immobile state initially: this explains the initial low water/
oil mobility ratio. While for gas/oil mobility ratio, the deeper zones have
a very low-initial gas/oil mobility ratio that increases significantly over
time. The prolific zones do not share such a signature. However, Mgo
profiles are affected by the alternate nature of the injection. The crossplots of average oil recovery efficiency (Eo ) with Mwo and Mgo (dis
played in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively) confirm the above. The water/oil
mobility ratio in the prolific zones emerges from low values. The posi
tive linear relationship between Eo and Mwo implies some extent of
frontal movement in the prolific zones. The top zones (Zone 1 and Zone
3) are affected by the gas cap. A comparison of the injection strategies
reveals that less water injection may lead to less variability in Eo and Mwo
relationship (Fig. 7). In terms of injection strategies, injecting more
water (S3) leads to less variability in Eo and Mgo relationship (Fig. 8).
Another expected observation is that the Eo and Mgo relationship is
slightly more erratic, which is contributed by the presence of solution
gas.
After oil diffusivity and the mobility ratios, we investigate the
dependence of local oil displacement to oil Péclet number (Peo ) and
water Reynold number (Rew ) indices. Appendix C presents the average
zone-wise “local” water Reynold’s number index (Fig. C8), and “local”
oil Péclet number index (Fig. C9). As evident in Fig. C8, Reynolds
number index profiles gradually increase from low values with time.
Zone 3 and the deeper zones (Zones 8 and 9) attain higher values than
the other ones. This trend indicates the water phase becomes mobile
earlier in these zones. While the oil Péclet number index (Peo ) initially
increases drastically and gradually reduces over time (Fig. C9). The
drastic initial increase in Peo aligns well with the sharp initial drop in oil
diffusivity. Later, a gradual decline in Peo is expected due to a reduction
in oil relative permeability among other drivers. Fig. 9 presents the
cross-plots of average oil recovery efficiency against the oil Péclet
number index by zones for the 12 cases. Interestingly, Zone 5 (a
5
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Fig. 4. Example of average oil saturation maps after 0.5, 1, 5, 25 years (shown in different columns) for different depositional units (Zones 1, 3, 5, 7, 8 and 9) shown
in rows (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f), respectively. CO2 WAG with Strategy S2 shown here.
6
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Fig. 5. Example of average oil saturation maps after 0.5, 1, 5, 25 years (shown in different columns) for different depositional units (Zones 1, 3, 5, 7, 8 and 9) shown
in rows (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f), respectively. Enriched gas WAG with Strategy S2 shown here.
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Fig. 6. Cross-plots of average oil “local” recovery efficiency and oil diffusivity by zones for the 12 cases using 4 WAG injection fluids and 3 injection strategies.

Fig. 7. Cross-plots of average oil “local” recovery efficiency and water/oil mobility ratio by zones for the 12 cases using 4 WAG injection fluids and 3 injec
tion strategies.

channelized sandstone system) profiles stand out regardless of the
injecting fluids and strategies.
Given the definition of Peo , fluid flow of the oleic phase in these
channelized sandstone formations tends to be more inertial than diffu
sive. We expect this because the flow is predominantly occurring along
the channel direction instead of diffusing everywhere. This trend tells us
if the injector-producer pair has functional connectivity via channels,
then one can expect more frontal displacement on the injection front.
Thus, oil displacement in these channelized systems gets more impacted
by the channel (reservoir) architecture. Inspection of the cross-plots
reveals in all formations irrespective of the WAG fluids and strategies,
initially at average Péclet number starts from a very low value up to a
specific Péclet number index when the recovery efficiency becomes
negligible. Beyond this threshold value, Eo increases as the Peo decreases.

This signature implies that most of the late recovery can be attributed to
diffusive flow than inertial flow. This outcome appears logical because,
at late times, depleted pressure levels yield more diffusive flow.
Next, Fig. 10 displays the cross-plots of average recovery efficiency
against water Reynolds number index by depositional units. These
profiles reveal a positive relationship between Rew and Eo , irrespective of
the injection fluids and strategies, as well as the depositional formations.
Some formations may precipitate a larger positive slope than others.
Additionally, in the formations where water drive is active, initially, the
Rew and Eo profile may experience a negative slope for a brief period.
Also, note that more water injection (as in S3) yields high oil recovery
efficiency. To summarize, in most formations, we can expect a reduction
in water viscosity or an increase in the inertial force in the water,
resulting in a higher level of oil displacement.
8
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Fig. 8. Cross-plots of average oil “local” recovery efficiency and gas/oil mobility ratio by zones for the 12 cases using 4 WAG injection fluids and 3 injec
tion strategies.

Fig. 9. Cross-plots of oil “local” recovery efficiency and oil “local” Péclet number index by zones for the 12 cases using 4 WAG injection fluids and 3 injec
tion strategies.

3.2. Reservoir dynamics based on spatial dynamic correlations

reservoir pressure, permeability, the radial distance from the injector,
gas saturation, oil saturation, and water saturation. The third dimension
provides additional diagnostic capability. By including these thirddimension variables, one can observe individual patterns/clusters that
one could not merely see in the conventional analysis. Moreover, each
sub-scatterplot involves all the grids in the regions between an injector
and producers (as defined in Part-I, Fig. 5) for a certain zone and at
certain timesteps. This approach allows us to see not only the spatial
zone-wise variations (by row), but also temporal evolutions (by col
umn). Due to the resolution and space limitations, all figures are pre
sented in a 6 by 6 matrix, including from top to bottom Zone 1, Zone 3,
Zone 5, Zone 7, Zone 8, and Zone 9 (Fig. 1), as well as from left to right
simulation time 0.5 year, 1 year, 2 years, 5 years, 10 years, and 25 years.
These data are further filtered by completions, where the grids in non-

In the previous section, we presented the cross-plots of the zone-wise
averaged local oil recovery efficiency with other displacement mea
sures. Averaging may not divulge the true picture. In this section, we
examine the relationships of the displacement measures in spatial
collocated fashion. Let us explore the scatter of the two displacement
measures and determine the state of the reservoir dynamics over time.
Because we are now studying the grid-level values, we limit ourselves to
the CO2 WAG case using strategy S2. This strategy entails three-month
water followed by a three-month gas cycle, which is the strategy that
is mostly used in a field operation, as illustrated by Afzali et al. (2018).
Additionally, we use three-dimensional scatterplots with the third
dimension being any of the following static or dynamic properties:
9
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Fig. 10. Cross-plots of oil “local” recovery efficiency and water “local” Reynolds number index by zones for the 12 cases using 4 WAG injection fluids and 3 in
jection strategies.

completion depths do not appear in the analysis.

formations barring the bottom ones. In one of the clusters, the pressure
effect manifests. The low-pressure grid cells are those around the pro
ducer, as can be shown by the same sets of scatterplots but using the
radial distance from the injector as the third dimension in Fig. 12. In
Fig. 12, yellow grid cells represent far from the injector, whereas blue
grid cells that are close to the injector.
At early times, close to the producers, residual oil becomes denser
and more viscous. This observation is evident in liquid mole fractions of
the plus fraction, as well as the viscosity, but are not shown in the
manuscript for brevity. Consequently, the oil diffusivity becomes lower

3.2.1. Oil recovery efficiency and oil diffusivity
Fig. 11 shows the scatterplot of zone-wise local oil recovery effi
ciency and oil diffusivity. The pressure is the third dimension shown by
the color legend, where yellow represents high pressure (5000 psi and
above), and blue represents low pressure (1000 psi and below).
Following the first injection cycle (0.5 years), the scatterplot of oil re
covery efficiency and oil diffusivity gives rise to two clusters, as outlined
by the two circles in the first scatterplot in Fig. 11, for most of the

Fig. 11. Scatterplots of oil recovery efficiency and oil diffusivity for different timesteps (left to right) 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 and 25 years and for different depositional units
(Zones 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9) (top down). CO2 WAG with Strategy S2 shown here. Colored by pressure (yellow represents high value and blue represents low values). (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Fig. 12. Scatterplots of oil recovery efficiency and oil diffusivity for different timesteps (left to right) 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 and 25 years and for different depositional units
(Zones 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9) (top down). CO2 WAG with Strategy S2 shown here. Colored by radius (yellow represents farthest from the injector and blue represents
closest to the injector). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

around the producers, and oil displacement efficiency diminishes in this
region. In contrast, in the area close to the injector, the residual oil be
comes lighter and less viscous, thereby increasing oil diffusivity in the
region close to the injector. Thus, two distinct clusters of Do develop; one
with high Do around the injector (typically have high pressure as well),

and low around the producer (at reduced, low pressure). Over time, with
the lighter residual oil flowing toward the producers, the oil viscosity
decreases. As a result, the oil diffusivity becomes more homogenized and
shifts toward higher values, as evident in Fig. C5. A reduction in the
system pressure precipitates this outcome. Thus, the two clusters merge

Fig. 13. Scatterplots of oil recovery efficiency and oil diffusivity for different timesteps (left to right) 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 and 25 years and for different depositional units
(Zones 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9) (top down). CO2 WAG with Strategy S2 shown here. Colored by permeability (yellow represents high value and blue represents low values).
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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over time.
Now, using permeability as the third dimension in Fig. 13 for the
same WAG case, we present the same sets of scatterplots reflecting oil
recovery efficiency and oil diffusivity by depositional units. In Fig. 13,
yellow represents high permeability values, while the low values appear
in blue. Inspection of these scatterplots show that within the same
cluster, high-permeability leads to high-oil diffusivity, and lowpermeability has low-oil diffusivity. By definition, Do is proportional
to permeability. These scatterplots also reveal that high permeability
does not always lead to high recovery efficiency in the initial times.
Fig. 14 displays the same scatterplots but using ternary saturation as
the third dimension. The use of the ternary saturation indicates the two
clusters have phase preference. The first cluster is dominated by all three
phases gas-oil-water cluster (colored red, green, and blue) and has an
overall low Do . The other cluster does not have a gas phase; oil-water
group (colored green and water) has a high Do .

the injector, given the water relative-permeability, the oil viscosity de
creases as the residual becomes lighter. In effect, water-oil mobility in
this region reduces in this region. Thus, two distinct curves develop, one
with high Mwo around the producer, and low around the injector. Fig. 16
shows the curves on the left is the three-phase zone, with overall low
Mwo , whereas curves on the right are the oil-water zone, which has a
high Mwo . With production over time, the two clusters start to merge
with a three-phase bridge appearing between the two curves. We note, at
late times, higher Mwo and higher Eo corresponds to grid-cells with
higher water saturation indicating oil displaced by water.
3.2.3. Oil recovery efficiency and gas-oil mobility ratio
Here, we examine the relationship between oil recovery efficiency
and gas-oil mobility ratio for different depositional units over time.
Figs. 17 and 18 present scatterplots of local oil recovery efficiency and
gas/oil mobility ratio for different depositional units, colored by the
radial distance from the injector, and ternary saturation, respectively.
These scatterplots manifest a linear relationship between Eo and Mgo .
High recovery cells correspond to those with low pressure, high gas/oil
mobility ratio, close to the producers, and the presence of all three
phases. All of these make perfect sense. With production over time, the
linear profile of Eo and Mgo merges into a diffused relationship with more
scatter. Higher gas saturation leads to higher Mgo and higher Eo as the oil
is displaced.

3.2.2. Oil recovery efficiency and water-oil mobility ratio
Similarly, we now focus on the relationship between oil recovery
efficiency and water-oil mobility ratio for different depositional units
over time. Again, we limit our investigation to the simulation case with
CO2 WAG using strategy S1. Fig. 15 shows scatterplots of local oil re
covery efficiency and water/oil mobility ratio for different depositional
zones. The third dimension in Fig. 15 is the distance from the injector. As
observed previously, the two clusters form in this case as well (outlined
only in the first scatterplot in this figure using the red circles). Initially,
we observe two distinct linear (with limited curvature) relationships
between oil recovery efficiency and water-oil mobility ratio, both with
positive slopes.
As noted previously, one of the clusters is closer to the producer with
depleted, low pressure (pressure plots do not appear for brevity). This
cluster has all three phases, as Fig. 16 shows. In this region, as explained
in the previous section, residual oil becomes denser and viscous. At the
same time, the water relative permeability increases. Combinedly,
water-oil mobility increases in this region. While in the region close to

3.2.4. Oil recovery efficiency and oil péclet number index
Let us investigate the relationship between oil recovery efficiency
and oil Péclet number index for different depositional units over time.
Fig. 19 shows scatterplots of local oil recovery efficiency and oil Péclet
number index for different formations. The third dimension in this figure
is the radial distance from the injector. At early times, close to the
injector (at high pressures, not shown here), oil recovery efficiency is
almost independent of oil Péclet number in the top permeable forma
tions. However, at late times, high-oil recovery efficiency indicates a
moderate positive correlation with oil Péclet number.

Fig. 14. Scatterplots of oil recovery efficiency and oil diffusivity for different timesteps (left to right) 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 and 25 years and for different depositional units
(Zones 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9) (top down). CO2 WAG with Strategy S2 shown here. Colored by ternary saturation (red, green, blue represent high gas, oil, water saturation,
respectively). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Fig. 15. Scatterplots of oil recovery efficiency and water/oil mobility ratio for different timesteps (left to right) 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 and 25 years and for different
depositional units (Zones 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9) (top down). CO2 WAG with Strategy S2 shown here. Colored by radius (yellow represents farthest from the injector and
blue represents closest to the injector). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 16. Scatterplots of oil recovery efficiency and water/oil mobility ratio for different timesteps (left to right) 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 and 25 years and for different
depositional units (Zones 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9) (top down). CO2 WAG with Strategy S2 shown here. Colored by ternary saturation (red, green, blue represent high gas, oil,
water saturation, respectively). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Fig. 17. Scatterplots of oil recovery efficiency and gas/oil mobility ratio for different timesteps (left to right) 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 and 25 years and for different
depositional units (Zones 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9) (top down). CO2 WAG with Strategy S2 shown here. Colored by radius (yellow represents farthest from the injector and
blue represents closest to the injector). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 18. Scatterplots of oil recovery efficiency and gas/oil mobility ratio for different timesteps (left to right) 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 and 25 years and for different
depositional units (Zones 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9) (top down). CO2 WAG with Strategy S2 shown here. Colored by ternary saturation (red, green, blue represent high gas, oil,
water saturation, respectively). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

At a distance far from the injector, Peo is high. Fig. 20 shows the
impact of permeability on the recovery efficiency with the Peo rela
tionship. In early times, in most of the formations, low permeability cells
typically have high Peo . Grid cells closer to the injector having low
permeability are likely to have high oil-recovery efficiency as well.

Particularly in high permeable formations and at late times, high Péclet
Number cells are likely to have all three phases present, whereas low
Péclet Number cells have only oil and water (Fig. 20). At late times, the
scatter of oil recovery efficiency and oil Péclet Number index develops a
cone-shaped profile. This observation suggests, at late times, the
14
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Fig. 19. Scatterplots of oil recovery efficiency and oil Péclet number index for different timesteps (left to right) 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 and 25 years and for different
depositional units (Zones 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9) (top down). CO2 WAG with Strategy S2 shown here. Colored by radius (yellow represents farthest from the injector and
blue represents closest to the injector). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 20. Scatterplots of oil recovery efficiency and oil Péclet number index for different timesteps (left to right) 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 and 25 years and for different
depositional units (Zones 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9) (top down). CO2 WAG with Strategy S2 shown here. Colored by ternary saturation (red, green, blue represent high gas, oil,
water saturation, respectively). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Fig. 21. Scatterplots of oil recovery efficiency and water Reynolds number index for different timesteps (left to right) 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 and 25 years and for different
depositional units (Zones 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9) (top down). CO2 WAG with Strategy S2 shown here. Colored by radius (yellow represents farthest from the injector and
blue represents closest to the injector). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 22. Scatterplots of oil recovery efficiency and water Reynolds number index for different timesteps (left to right) 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 and 25 years and for different
depositional units (Zones 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9) (top down). CO2 WAG with Strategy S2 shown here. Colored by permeability (yellow represents high value and blue
represents low values). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

diffusive flow of oil dominated oil displacement in oil-water zones. In
contrast, the advective flow of oil predominates in pockets in the pres
ence of all three phases.

recovery efficiency and water Reynolds number index. Fig. 21 through
23 present scatterplots of local oil-recovery efficiency (Eo ) and waterReynolds-number index (Rew ), colored by the radial distance from the
injector, permeability and, ternary saturation, respectively. As in the
case of the scatterplots of oil recovery efficiency with oil diffusivity and
water-oil mobility ratio, we observe two clusters in the scatterplots of oil

3.2.5. Oil recovery efficiency and water Reynolds number index
Lastly, we examined the collocation relationships between the oil16
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Fig. 23. Scatterplots of oil recovery efficiency and water Reynolds number index for different timesteps (left to right) 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 and 25 years and for different
depositional units (Zones 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9) (top down). CO2 WAG with Strategy S2 shown here. Colored by ternary saturation (red, green, blue represent high gas, oil,
water saturation, respectively). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

recovery efficiency and water Reynolds number index (outlined by the
red circles in the first scatterplot in these figures. However, in this case,
the water properties driving the signatures. Rew closer to the injector
initially increases more than that in the region close to the producer.
However, in this case, the main driver is the change in the water relative
permeability (consequently, water velocity), and to a small extent, the
pressure change.
At early times, Rew is high around the injector and low around the
producer. The three-phase zone typically has overall low Rew , while the
oil-water zone has high Rew . Within each cluster, high permeability leads
to high Rew . With production over time, the two clusters remain sepa
rated but with less distinction (as outlined by the blue circles). In gen
eral, cells with high water inertial to viscous forces experience higher
oil-displacement efficiency. However, in high-permeable formations
(as in Zone 3), at late times, cells closer to the producers having low
permeability exhibit low-water inertial to viscous forces and relatively
less oil displacement efficiency despite having all three phases present.
Another vital aspect to note that all the scenarios investigated in this
study have initial immobile water. This aspect contributed to the Eo and
Rew scatterplots signature and their evolution. We also ignored the water
viscosity variation due to pressure change. With initial mobile water and
water viscosity variation, the Eo and Rew signatures can be very different.

remind us of these limitations in experimental studies. On the other
extreme in the modeling paradigms, there are many analytical and semianalytical models available. They allow one to replicate elegant
behavior that can often be validated by experiments. These analytical
paradigms can never account for the complexities we observe in realistic
settings. One needs to resort to numerical/computational simulation as
those employed in this study.
We stressed on the realistic features of subsurface settings. Despite
our efforts, not all the complexities could be accounted for in this study.
We assumed the initial immobile water condition prevails everywhere in
the reservoir. The simulation models also assume facies-independent
relative-permeability and capillary pressure. We plan to explore the
impact of some of these assumptions on the solution outcome shortly.
Hysteresis effect is essential in water-alternating-gas injection perfor
mance, as recent research of Ranaee et al. (2019), Mahzari and Sohrabi
(2017), and Spiteri and Juanes (2006) has shown. In essence, the
wettability controls the performance of WAG, and higher accuracy of the
relative-permeability model is needed. However, due to the complexity
of the WAG flow pattern, current techniques to obtain relative perme
ability may not be efficient, as pointed out by Afzali et al. (2018). A more
accurate three-phase permeability model, perhaps coupling with the
experiment, would be preferable to determine reliable saturation and
fluid distribution in the future study.
In this study, we did not delve into the optimization of WAG injec
tion. But instead, the findings and observations in this manuscript pro
vide useful insights for such optimization study. The readers may find
the use of multiple zones for injection and production in a commingled
fashion intersect with their field experiences, such as that shown
recently by Zhang et al. (2018). This modeling approach allowed us to
simulate many different subsurface formations using a limited number
of simulation cases. The generality of observations does not appear
compromised in doing so.

4. Discussion
The goal of this study is to learn the displacement performance of
reservoirs undergoing water-alternating-gas injections and assess the
feasibility of the WAG injection using different injecting strategies under
different depositional settings. The immersive diagnostic tools allow one
to examine complex subsurface behavior critically.
Literature is rich with critical experimental studies. However, there
are severe limitations in our ability to devise and replicate complex
subsurface dynamics. The findings and observations in this study again
17
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tends to be more inertial than diffusive. Oil displacement efficiency
in the channelized/turbiditic formations depend strongly on the
injector-producer connectivity via these flow conduits.

5. Conclusions
This article developed novel local immersive diagnostics metrics to
evaluate the reservoir dynamics under water-alternating-gas injection.
Aided by the immersive diagnostics, this study critically examined
reservoir dynamics with four different injection streams, and three WAG
injection cycle strategies for reservoirs having several depositional sys
tems. Including the static and dynamic third dimension variables
(radius, permeability, pressure, and saturation) in the analysis also en
ables one to find distinct patterns in WAG behavior. By presenting them
in spatial and time matrix, comparison between different depositional
environments and time evolution becomes handy. Based on the in
vestigations performed in this study, the following conclusions appear
pertinent here:
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Nomenclature
Eo
krw
krg
kro
Vo

1. Spatial clusters provided transparency in displacement behavior. The
relationship of oil displacement efficiency with various driving
forces may depend on several factors. These factors include compo
sitional changes in the residual-oil close to the injector and the
producers, and the corresponding changes in thermophysical (e.g.,
density, viscosity) and multiphase fluid-flow (e.g., phase mobility)
properties. The pressure level, distance to the injector, formation
permeability, and depositional units contribute to the flood perfor
mance. Over time with pressure depletion, the distinction of these
clusters dissipates.
2. Oil diffusivity close to the producers drops drastically at early times
and remains relatively flat. Reduction in the “local” oil diffusivity
near the producer region is mainly due to the residual oil becoming
denser and more viscous. A late surge in oil diffusivity is primarily
due to the flow of lighter residual moving from the injector toward
the producers.
3. In a collocated manner, oil displacement efficiency has a distinct
relationship with water-oil and gas-oil mobility ratios. At late times,
oil displacement is dominated by the diffusive flow of oil in oil-water
zones, while the advective flow of oil predominates in pockets where
all three phases are present.
4. In general, cells with high water-phase inertial to viscous forces
experience higher oil displacement efficiency. However, in highpermeable formations, at late times, cells closer to the producers
having low permeability exhibit low-water inertial-to-viscous forces,
and relatively less oil-displacement efficiency despite having all
three phases present. Fluid flow in channelized/turbiditic reservoirs

μo
ρo

Lc
Do
Mwo
Mgo
Peo
Rew
Pc
So
Sg
Sw

Recovery efficiency, decimal
Relative permeability for water, md
Relative permeability for gas, md
Relative permeability for oil, md
Oil volumetric flow rate, ft3/day
Oil viscosity, cp
Oil density, lbm/ft3
Characteristic length of cell, ft
Oil diffusivity, day− 1
Mobility ratio of water/oil, fraction
Mobility ratio of gas/oil, fraction
Péclet number index of oil, ft4
Reynolds number index of water, ft2
Capillary pressure, psi
Oil saturation, decimal
Gas saturation, decimal
Water saturation, decimal
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Appendix A. Immersive diagnostics measures
In the following definitions of the local measures, the subscript l stands for the grid-cell, while subscript F stands for the geological unit or for
mation or reservoir region.
We defined the “local” recovery efficiency in grid cell, l, as
Eo,l =

OIPt,l − OIPi,l
OIPi,l

where OIPt,l is the oil-in-place at time step t for grid-cell l, and OIPi,l is the initial oil-in-place for the same grid-cell. Note this displacement measure can
take negative values if there is crossflow occurring in parts of the reservoir (especially in particular grid cells) where the initial oil-in-place is smaller
than the current oil-in-place. It implies oil has migrated from other parts of the reservoir into these grid cells. In the same vein, the recovery efficiency
for a geological unit, F, can be defined as
∑
∑ OIPt,l − OIPi,l
Eo,F =
Eo,l =
OIPi,l
∀l∈F
∀l∈F
We define the local diffusivity of oil for grid cell, l, as
Do,l =

kl
φl μo,l ct,l rl2

where k is absolute permeability in md, φ is porosity, μo is viscosity of oil in cp, ct is total compressibility in psi− 1, and r is the dimension of
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simulation grid in ft. Do,l will have a unit in reciprocal time (day− 1).
Local water-oil mobility ratio is defined for grid cell, l, as
/
krw,l μw,l
/
Mwo,l =
kro,l μo,l
and similarly, local gas-oil mobility ratio for grid cell, l, is defined as
/
krg,l μg,l
/
Mgo,l =
kro,l μo,l
where kro , krg , krw are relative permeabilities in md and μo , μg , μw are viscosities for oil, gas, water in cp, respectively.
We define the “local” oil Péclet number index for grid cell, l, as
Peo,l =

Vo,l Lc,l
Do,l

where Vo,l is the volumetric flow rate of oil phase in ft3/day, Lc,l is the dimension of simulation grid in ft, and Do,l is the diffusivity of oil phase as
described above in day− 1. Peo,l has a unit of area in ft4.
We define “local” water Reynolds number index for grid cell, l, as
Rew,l =

ρw,l Vw,l Lc,l
μw,l

where ρw is the density of water in lbm/ft3, Vw is the volumetric flow rate of water phase in ft3/day, Lc is the dimension of a simulation grid in ft, and μw
is the viscosity of water in cp. Rew,l has a unit of ft2.
Appendix B. Formation characteristics

Table B1
Facies modeling input data for the reservoir model.
Variogram
Zone

Modeling technique

Facies

Proportion

Major direction, m

Minor direction, m

Vertical, m

Azimuth (◦ )

1

SIS

762

6

0

SIS

914

762

6.1

60

7

SIS

2286

2286

4.8

75

8

SIS

2286

2286

4.8

− 40

9

SIS

35
35
10
20
30
15
55
10
50
40
10
50
40
20
45
35

1220

3

Sand
Fine Sand
Coarse Sand
Shale
Fine Sand
Shale
Carbonate
Sand
Fine Sand
Shale
Sand
Fine Sand
Shale
Sand
Fine Sand
Shale

2286

2286

3

5

Zone
5

Modeling technique
OBM

Facies
Coarse Sand
Sand
Fine Sand
Shale

Proportion
30
30
10
20

Facies body
Fluvial channels
Fluvial channels
Oxbow lakes
Background

19

Major Orientation (◦ )
90
120
0
–
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Table B2
Porosity modeling input parameters for the reservoir model.
Variogram
Zone

Facies

Min

Max

Mean

Major direction, m

Minor direction, m

Vertical, m

1

Sand
Fine Sand
Coarse Sand
Shale
Sand
Fine Sand
Shale
Sand
Fine Sand
Coarse Sand
Shale
Sand
Fine Sand
Shale
Sand
Fine Sand
Shale
Sand
Fine Sand
Shale

0.06
0.04
0.08
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.05
0.06
0.03
0.08
0.01
0.05
0.03
0.01
0.05
0.03
0.01
0.05
0.03
0.01

0.23
0.16
0.28
0.11
0.12
0.05
0.3
0.24
0.15
0.28
0.11
0.18
0.11
0.09
0.18
0.12
0.07
0.18
0.12
0.07

0.16
0.08
0.19
0.04
0.07
0.03
0.17
0.15
0.08
0.19
0.05
0.12
0.07
0.05
0.12
0.07
0.04
0.12
0.08
0.04

1676

1067

5

1372
2286
1372
1676

1067
2286
1067
1067

5.1
5.1
5.1
5.4

2286

2286

4.8

2286
2286
2286
2286
2286
2286

2286
2286
2286
2286
2286
2286

18.1
3.1
3.1
18.1
3.1
3.1

3
5

7
8
9

Table B3
Permeability modeling input parameters for the reservoir model.
Variogram
Zone

Facies

Cokriging Variable

Min

Max

Mean

Major direction, m

Minor direction, m

Vertical, m

All

Sand
Fine Sand
Coarse Sand
Shale
Carbonate

Porosity

2
1
10
0.01
0.1

50
20
100
5
250

25
9
40
0.5
50

2286

2286

8.1

Table B4
Zone-wise statistics of initialization thermophysical variables.
Variables

Zone

Pressure (Mpa)

Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone

Oil Saturation

CO2 total mole fraction

C2–C4 total mole fraction

C7+ total mole fraction

1
3
5
7
8
9
1
3
5
7
8
9
1
3
5
7
8
9
1
3
5
7
8
9
1
3
5
7
8
9

Min

Max

Mean

Variables

Zone

29.7
29.8
30.0
30.2
30.4
30.4
0.00
0.00
0.74
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.1951
0.1951
0.2103
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0493
0.0493
0.1136
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

30.9
31.1
31.4
31.7
32.0
32.4
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.0112
0.0112
0.0112
0.0112
0.0112
0.0112
0.2103
0.2103
0.2103
0.2103
0.2103
0.2103
0.1136
0.1136
0.1136
0.1136
0.1136
0.1136

30.2
30.4
30.6
30.8
30.9
31.0
0.68
0.79
0.82
0.81
0.78
0.72
0.0112
0.0112
0.0112
0.0112
0.0111
0.0105
0.2076
0.2097
0.2103
0.2102
0.2078
0.1962
0.1022
0.1112
0.1136
0.1135
0.1122
0.1060

Water Saturation

Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone

Gas Saturation

C1 total mole fraction

C5–C7 total mole fraction

20

1
3
5
7
8
9
1
3
5
7
8
9
1
3
5
7
8
9
1
3
5
7
8
9

Min

Max

Mean

0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.6267
0.6267
0.6267
0.6267
0.6267
0.6267
0.0274
0.0274
0.0382
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.18
0.18
0.26
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.82
0.82
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.7171
0.7171
0.6267
0.6267
0.6267
0.6267
0.0382
0.0382
0.0382
0.0382
0.0382
0.0382

0.18
0.18
0.18
0.19
0.22
0.28
0.14
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.6427
0.6301
0.6267
0.6264
0.6192
0.5849
0.0363
0.0378
0.0382
0.0382
0.0377
0.0356
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Appendix C. Additional Performance Diagnostics Plots

Fig. C1. Oil production rate profiles with time by zones for the 12 cases using 4 WAG injection fluids and 3 injection strategies.

Fig. C2. Gas production rate profiles with time by zones for the 12 cases using 4 WAG injection fluids and 3 injection strategies.
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Fig. C3. Water production rate profiles with time by zones for the 12 cases using 4 WAG injection fluids and 3 injection strategies. .

Fig. C4. Average oil “local” recovery efficiency profiles with time by zones for the 12 cases using 4 WAG injection fluids and 3 injection strategies.
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Fig. C5. Average “local” oil diffusivity profiles with time by zones for the 12 cases using 4 WAG injection fluids and 3 injection strategies.

Fig. C6. Average “local” water/oil mobility ratio profiles with time by zones for the 12 cases using 4 WAG injection fluids and 3 injection strategies.
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Fig. C7. Average “local” gas/oil mobility ratio profiles with time by zones for the 12 cases using 4 WAG injection fluids and 3 injection strategies.

Fig. C8. Average “local” water Reynolds Number Index profiles with time by zones for the 12 cases using 4 WAG injection fluids and 3 injection strategies.
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Fig. C9. Average “local” oil Péclet number index profiles with time by zones for the 12 cases using 4 WAG injection fluids and 3 injection strategies.

Appendix D. Supplementary data
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.petrol.2020.107858.
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